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a b s t r a c t

Highly accurate interval forecasting of electricity demand is fundamental to the success of reducing the
risk when making power system planning and operational decisions by providing a range rather than
point estimation. In this study, a novel modeling framework integrating bivariate empirical mode
decomposition (BEMD) and support vector regression (SVR), extended from the well-established empir-
ical mode decomposition (EMD) based time series modeling framework in the energy demand forecasting
literature, is proposed for interval forecasting of electricity demand. The novelty of this study arises from
the employment of BEMD, a new extension of classical empirical model decomposition (EMD) destined to
handle bivariate time series treated as complex-valued time series, as decomposition method instead of
classical EMD only capable of decomposing one-dimensional single-valued time series. This proposed
modeling framework is endowed with BEMD to decompose simultaneously both the lower and upper
bounds time series, constructed in forms of complex-valued time series, of electricity demand on a
monthly per hour basis, resulting in capturing the potential interrelationship between lower and upper
bounds. The proposed modeling framework is justified with monthly interval-valued electricity demand
data per hour in Pennsylvania–New Jersey–Maryland Interconnection, indicating it as a promising
method for interval-valued electricity demand forecasting.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction

To supply high quality electric energy to the customer in a
secure and economic manner, an electricity operator faces many
technical and economical problems in operation, planning, control
and reliability management of an electric power system. In achiev-
ing this goal, accurate forecast of electricity demand is the first
prerequisite.

According to extent literature investigation, it is not hard to find
that a wide variety of methodologies and techniques have been
used for electricity demand forecasting with many degrees of
success, such as exponential smoothing models [1], regression
models [2], fuzzy logic approach [3], fuzzy inference system [4],
grey-based approaches [5], wavelet transforms and adaptive
models [6], kernel-based method [7], artificial neural networks
[8,9], support vector machines [10,11], semi-parametric method
[12] and hybrid model [13,14]. The reader is referred to [15] for
a recent survey of the presented methodologies and techniques
employed for electricity demand forecasting. However, an

important point to note from past studies mentioned above is their
preoccupation with point forecasting rather than interval one.

An interval forecasting of electricity demand has the advantage
of taking into account the variability and/or uncertainty so as to
reduce the amount of random variation relative to that found in
classic single-valued load time series. As García-Ascanio and
Maté [16] pointed out, the interval-valued time series forecasting
(ITS) methods as a potential tool that will lead to a reduction in risk
when making power system planning and operational decisions.
To date, several suitable tools for managing ITS have been devel-
oped (see [17] for a recently review), such as interval Holt’s expo-
nential smoothing methods [18], interval multi-layer perceptrons
(iMLP) [19], vector autoregressive (VAR) model [16], and vector
error correction (VEC) model [20]. Most of the conventional meth-
odologies available for ITS in the literature propose the use of com-
putational methods or modeling schema, accounting for the
capability of dealing with interval-valued data. For instance, neural
networks are an area that has recently witnessed substantial
improvements in interval analysis. Notable earlier work on interval
analysis using neural networks includes that of Simoff [21], while
Beheshti et al. [22] developed a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) in
which inputs, weights, biases, and outputs are intervals, and
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proposed an algorithm so as to obtain the optimal weights and
biases. Recently, Roque et al. [19] proposed and analyzed a new
model of MLP (named iMLP in [19]) based on interval arithmetic
that facilitates handling input and output interval-valued data,
but where weights and biases are single-valued and not interval-
valued.

Our study focuses on extending the EMD-based time series
modeling framework to adapt to the scenario of interval forecast-
ing of electricity demand. Following the philosophy of ‘divide
and conquer’, EMD-based time series modeling framework has
been recently well-established and well-justified in energy market
[23–25], tourism management [26], hydrology [27], transportation
research [28], and forecasting competition [29]. Generally speak-
ing, there are three main steps involved in the classical EMD-based
time series modeling framework, i.e., decomposition, single fore-
cast, and ensemble forecast. First of all, EMD is used to divide the
original single-valued time series into a finite number of intrinsic
mode function (IMFs) components and a residue component. Sec-
ondly, some powerful modeling techniques such as artificial neural
network (ANN) and support vector regression (SVR), are applied to
model and predict all components (IMFs and residue) respectively.
Finally, these prediction results of all extracted IMFs components
and the residue in the previous step are combined to generate an
aggregated output using one modeling technique, which can be
seen as the final prediction results for the original time series.
However, the classical EMD applied in the aforementioned studies
[23–29] is only applicable to one-dimensional (univariate) single-
value time series decomposition. One straightforward solution to
extend the classical EMD-based modeling framework for interval
forecasting of electricity demand is to decompose and forecast
the lower and upper bound series of interval-valued electricity
demand respectively as several studies [30,31] do, without consid-
ering the possible interrelations that are presented amongst them-
selves, which has been criticized in [17]. To enhance the capability
of classical EMD, fortunately, BEMD [32] has been recently
proposed to extend this decomposition method to treat complex-
valued signals. Although BEMD was not specially developed for
interval-valued time series analysis purposes, in view of the
BEMD’s advantages in decomposing complex-valued signals, this
study proposes to construct a interval-valued electricity demand
time series consisting of both lower and upper bounds of monthly
electricity demand per hour in forms of complex-valued time ser-
ies. This is to say, the lower and upper bounds series are taken as
the real and imaginary parts of the complex-valued signal respec-
tively. After this generic construction, the interval-valued time ser-
ies of electricity demand can fully be decomposed through BEMD
and then be fed into the proposed BEMD-based time series model-
ing framework for forecasting task after the selection of a specific
modeling technique such as SVR in this study.

Our contributions could be outlined as follows. First, as was
mentioned above, although extensive mounts of approaches
[1–14] have been developed for electricity demand modeling and
forecasting, most of them rely only on single-valued electricity
demand series. The interval forecasting of electricity demand has
not been widely explored (in fact, we have only come across inter-
val-valued electricity demand forecasting in one published work
[16]). Second, by introducing BEMD, the well-established EMD-
based time series modeling framework [23–29] can be extended
to deal with interval-valued time series forecasting, which can
fully take the advantages of its simplification of modeling process
in nature of ‘divide and conquer’ as well as avoiding to increase
computational cost while employing complex-valued modeling
techniques to deal with interval-valued time series. Third, since
the work of Rilling et al. [32], BEMD has attracted particular
attention in engineering technology filed [33–36]. However, there
have been very few, if any, studies for interval-valued time series

forecasting using the BEMD-based modeling framework. So, we
hope this study would fill this gap. The fourth contribution is
straightforward to provide the empirical evidence on the inter-
val-valued electricity demand forecasting with real-world data
from Pennsylvania–New Jersey–Maryland (PJM) market. Given
the hourly single-valued electricity demand series from PJM mar-
ket, we calculate the maximum and minimum value of the demand
per hour and month from 2000 to 2011. This produces an interval-
valued time series where each observation is formed by an interval
that collects, as its lower bound, the minimum value of the elec-
tricity demand and, as its upper bound, the maximum value of
the electricity demand for a specific hour, month and year.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section ‘BEMD with
interval-valued electricity demand time series’, we provide brief
introduction of BEMD and illustrate the data representation of
interval-valued electricity demand time series analysis. After-
wards, the proposed BEMD-based SVR modeling framework are
discussed in detail in Section ‘The proposed BEMD-SVR modeling
framework’. Section ‘Research design’ details the research design
on data process and preliminary analysis, accuracy measure, meth-
odologies implementation, and experimental procedure. Following
that, in Section ‘Results’, the experimental results are discussed.
Section ‘Conclusions’ finally concludes this work.

BEMD with interval-valued electricity demand time series

In this section, the overall formulation process of the BEMD for
interval-valued electricity demand time series forecasting is pre-
sented. First, the data representation of interval-valued electricity
demand time series is illustrated. Then the BEMD for the obtained
ITS is formulated in details.

Constructing interval-valued electricity demand time series

Classical statistics and data analysis deal with individuals who
can be described by a classic variable that takes as its value either
a real value (for a quantitative variable) or a category (for a nomi-
nal variable). However, observations and estimations in the real
world are usually incomplete to represent classic data exactly. In
the electricity market, for instance, electricity demand has its daily
(or weekly, or monthly) bounds and varies in each period-day,
week, or month. Representing the variations with snap shot points,
say the highest demand, only reflects a particular number at a
particular time; it does not properly reflect its variability during
the period. This problem can be reduced if the higher and lower
demand per period is considered, giving rise to an interval-valued
time series.

Interval-valued data is a particular case of symbolic data in the
field of symbolic data analysis (SDA) [37]. SDA states that symbolic
variables (lists, intervals, frequency distributions, etc.) are better
suited than single-valued variables for faithfully describing
complex real-life situations [31]. It should be noted that interval-
valued data in the field of SDA do not come from noise assump-
tions, but rather from the expression of variation or aggregation
of huge databases into a reduced number of groups [18].

In the context of SDA, an interval-valued variable, [Y], is a
variable defined for all the elements i of a set E, where
½Yi� ¼ f½YL

i ; YU
i � : YL

i ; YU
i 2 R; YL

i � YU
i g; 8i 2 E. The particular value

of [Y] for the ith element can be either denoted by the interval
lower and upper bounds ½Yi� ¼ ½YL

i ; YU
i � or the center (mid-point)

and radius (half-range) ½Yi� ¼ ½YC
i ; YR

i �, where YC
i ¼ ðY

L
i þ YU

i Þ=2
and YR

i ¼ ðY
U
i � YL

i Þ=2. In Table 1, the interval-valued in every
month of the hourly spot electricity demand in Pennsylvania–
New Jersey–Maryland (PJM) Interconnection in MW h per day
and per hour in 2011 is showed.
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